The digital classroom manual
A complete tool kit for teachers

Capture your students’ attention with video projection of your course materials.

Zoom in on the image and play the corresponding audio to facilitate understanding.

Les Loustics 1 (unit 1, lesson 5)

Create interaction and encourage your students to express themselves with group revision activities.

Suggest this group activity to practise the passé composé tense orally.

Adomania 2 (étape 5, lesson 2)

Save time on lesson planning with all the course components and media in a single resource.

Use the on-line access to plan and synchronize your lessons from any workstation with an internet connection.

Cosmopolite 1 (dossier 5, Cultures page)

PURCHASE 1 DIGITAL CLASSROOM MANUAL = 4 LICENCES + 1 FREE ONLINE ACCESS

FREE TRIAL!
Enjoy a free trial of an extract of a digital manual for an unlimited period of time!
Applicable digital manuals are marked with this symbol on hachettefr.

Digital classroom manual content
• The student’s book, the workbook, the teacher’s guide, multimedia or additional resources (tests, IWB activities, etc.)
• All of our digital manuals are PC/Mac/tablet compatible (except Adosphère, which is not adapted for tablets).
• Available in bookstores or on KNE (kiosque-edu.com), in France only.
See our Espace numérique on hachettefr for more information.
Digital tools for teachers
Teaching innovations and pedagogical resources

cosmopolite.lab
The web-based course-planning assistant

Plan your lessons
A dashboard with all of the activities in the collection and their estimated time.

Personalize learning paths
Integrate new students or manage heterogeneous levels within the group.

Create blended lessons
Adaptable scenarios to accompany you in the classroom.

Adopt a flipped classroom
Increase your learners’ speaking time and optimize class time.

Get guidance from tutorials with a blended learning specialist.

FOR SCHOOLS THAT ADOPT COSMOPOLITE
Available exclusively for levels 1 and 2
For more information, contact your academic sales representative (p. 66-67).

Consult your references!
Keep your teaching references handy with Collection F e-books (p. 59).
The digital student’s manual
The “all-in-one” solution to the course

PURCHASE 1 DIGITAL STUDENT’S MANUAL = 2 LICENCES + 1 FREE ONLINE ACCESS
Available in bookstores or on KNE (kiosque-edu.com), in France only.

Make it easy for students to follow the course with the student’s book, workbook and all media content in a single resource (PC/Mac/tablet).

Adomania 1 (stage 3, lead-in page)

Encourage your students to take notes with added links and mind maps.

Create a genealogical tree with the mind map tool to build family-related vocabulary.

Cosmopolite 1 (dossier 3, lesson 1)

For which collections?
- Adomania 1, 2, 3 and 4
- Inspire 1 and 2
- Cosmopolite 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
- Alter Ego + 1, 2, 3 and 4

Share the pleasure of reading in French!
Suggest a work of fiction or a classic from the LFF collection of e-books for tablets.

Mystère sur le Vieux-Port
Les créatures d’Albert et Fillo, les nounous fiêres

Read and listen at the same time to work on oral comprehension.
The Parcours digital®
Self-correction activities to strengthen learning

Students can practise and study independently with hundreds of activities that follow the course progression...

Assign corresponding activities from the Parcours digital® for students who have missed a class.

...and evaluate themselves with the assessment activities.

Use the Parcours digital® to personalize remedial work and manage a heterogeneous classroom.

Track your students’ progress with a tool designed for use with blended courses or distance learning.

View your students’ results on the dashboard and keep in touch via the messaging system.

FOR WHICH COLLECTIONS?

Follow the instructions included with the manual to activate the application on PC/Mac or access the online version.

- Adomania 1, 2, 3 and 4: workbooks
- Cosmopolite 1, 2 and 3: student’s books
- Inspire 1 and 2: student’s books
- Alter Ego + 1 and 2: student’s books
- Objectif Diplomatie 1: student’s book in partnership with the OIF
- Focus > Grammaire du français
- Focus > Paroles en situation

NEW

The Parcours digital® for the Adomania, Inspire, Cosmopolite and Objectif Diplomatie 1 collections is now available online! See your collection’s website for information.
No CD or DVD player? No problem!

There are two ways to access your collection’s multimedia resources

**MEDIA+**
Scan the page with the free smartphone application* for direct access to audio and video content.

![MEDIA+ app](image)

**The collection website**
Enjoy open access to all of your course media content on the web.

![Collection website](image)

*The MEDIA+ app is available on the App Store and Google Play.*

---

**HACHETTE FLE VIDEOS**

- **Adomania** and **Inspire**: additional resource sheets developed in partnership with the CAVILAM/Alliance française de Vichy can be downloaded from enseigner.tv5monde.com
- **Totem/Texto** and **Cosmopolite**: self-correction activities for the videos are available on apprendre.tv5monde.com
- **Objectif Diplomatie Nouvelle Édition**: a selection of authentic videos along with self-correction activities are available on apprendre.tv5monde.com

---

*For which collections?*

- **Adomania**: adomania.fr
- **Inspire**: inspire.hachettefle.fr
- **Cosmopolite**: cosmopolite.hachettefle.fr
- **Texto**: texto.hachettefle.fr
- **Totem**: totem.hachettefle.fr
- **Alter Ego +**: alteregoplus.hachettefle.fr
- **Focus**: focus.hachettefle.fr
- **En Contexte**: encontexte.hachettefle.fr
- **LFF**: lff.hachettefle.fr

**Sites online in 2020**